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Abstract

In this paper, we present the texture reformer, a fast and uni-
versal neural-based framework for interactive texture trans-
fer with user-specified guidance. The challenges lie in three
aspects: 1) the diversity of tasks, 2) the simplicity of guid-
ance maps, and 3) the execution efficiency. To address these
challenges, our key idea is to use a novel feed-forward multi-
view and multi-stage synthesis procedure consisting of I) a
global view structure alignment stage, II) a local view tex-
ture refinement stage, and III) a holistic effect enhancement
stage to synthesize high-quality results with coherent struc-
tures and fine texture details in a coarse-to-fine fashion. In ad-
dition, we also introduce a novel learning-free view-specific
texture reformation (VSTR) operation with a new semantic
map guidance strategy to achieve more accurate semantic-
guided and structure-preserved texture transfer. The experi-
mental results on a variety of application scenarios demon-
strate the effectiveness and superiority of our framework. And
compared with the state-of-the-art interactive texture trans-
fer algorithms, it not only achieves higher quality results but,
more remarkably, also is 2-5 orders of magnitude faster.

1 Introduction
As a variant of texture synthesis, texture transfer is a long-
standing problem that seeks to transfer the stylized texture
from a given sample to the target image (Efros and Free-
man 2001). After the rapid development in recent years, a
bunch of conventional (Hertzmann et al. 2001) or neural-
based (Gatys, Ecker, and Bethge 2016) methods have been
proposed and obtained visually appealing results. However,
due to the lack of user guidance, general texture transfer
methods often produce unsatisfying results against human
expectations. To resolve this dilemma, the community re-
sorts to using the user-specified semantic maps to guide the
transfer process, which is called interactive texture transfer
(Men et al. 2018). Users can control the shape, scale, and
spatial distribution of the objects to be synthesized in the
target image via semantic maps.

At first, the interactive texture transfer methods are only
designed for specific usage scenarios. (Champandard 2016)
proposed Neural Doodle to turn doodles painted by users
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(a) Doodles-to-artworks (b) Texture Pattern Editing

(c) Text Effects Transfer (d) Virtual Clothing Manipulation

Figure 1: Representative results generated by our interac-
tive texture reformer. The stylized images are synthesized
under the guidance of corresponding user-specified seman-
tic maps. Our framework is universal for multiple challeng-
ing user-controlled texture transfer tasks, e.g., (a) turning
doodles into artworks, (b) editing texture patterns, (c) trans-
ferring text effects, (d) manipulating clothing textures and
distributions. Compared with the state-of-the-art interactive
texture transfer algorithms, it not only can achieve higher
quality results but, more remarkably, also is 2-5 orders of
magnitude faster.

into fine artworks with provided samples. Lu et al. designed
HelpingHand (Lu et al. 2012), RealBrush (Lu et al. 2013),
and DecoBrush (Lu et al. 2014) to edit different kinds of
texture patterns. (Yang et al. 2017, 2019) achieved text ef-
fects transfer that can migrate fantastic text effects of styl-
ized texts onto raw plain texts. (Han et al. 2018) introduced
a virtual try-on network to transfer a target clothing item
to the corresponding region of a clothed person. These ap-
proaches seem to be isolated, but they all share a common
notion of transferring textures under user guidance.

To unify them, (Men et al. 2018) proposed a common
framework for interactive texture transfer by incorporating
multiple custom channels to dynamically guide the synthe-
sis. This method can handle various tasks and achieves the
state of the art. However, it relies on several CPU-based op-
erations and a backward optimization process, thus usually
requiring several minutes to generate a result for each inter-
action, which is prohibitively slow. Therefore, existing algo-
rithms are hard to satisfy the practical requirements due to
the limitations of efficiency or application scenarios. A fast
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and universal framework is eagerly desired, and it will un-
doubtedly improve the user experience and bring higher ap-
plication and research value to both industry and academia.

However, achieving such a goal is a rather challenging
task. The challenges mainly lie in three aspects: 1) The di-
versity of tasks: the discrepancies between different tasks
make the transfer problem difficult to model uniformly. Be-
sides, for each task, the algorithm should be robust to dif-
ferent input samples. 2) The simplicity of guidance maps:
the doodle semantic map as guidance gives few hints on
how to place different inner textures and preserve local high-
frequency structures (Men et al. 2018). 3) The execution ef-
ficiency: the trade-off between efficiency and quality is al-
ways an intractable problem. This is particularly important
for interactive systems since the insufficient computational
speed not only brings inconvenience to users but also ham-
pers the truly exploratory use of these techniques.

To address these challenges, in this paper, we propose the
texture reformer, a fast and universal neural-based frame-
work for interactive texture transfer with user-specified
guidance. The key insight is to use a novel feed-forward
multi-view and multi-stage synthesis procedure, which con-
sists of three different stages: I) a global view structure
alignment stage, II) a local view texture refinement stage,
and III) a holistic effect enhancement stage. Specifically, for
stage I and II, we introduce a novel View-Specific Texture
Reformation (VSTR) operation with a new semantic map
guidance strategy to achieve more accurate semantic-guided
and structure-preserved texture transfer. By specifying a
global view for VSTR, our stage I first captures and aligns
the inner structures of the source textures as completely as
possible. Then, the results are carefully rectified and refined
in stage II via specifying a local view for VSTR. Finally, in
stage III, we leverage the Statistics-based Enhancement (SE)
operations to further enhance the low-level holistic effects
(e.g., colors, brightness, and contrast). Note that our frame-
work is built upon several auto-encoder networks trained
solely for image reconstruction, and the VSTR and SE oper-
ations are learning-free. Therefore, it can achieve interactive
texture transfer universally. By cascading the above three
stages, our texture reformer can synthesize high-quality re-
sults with coherent structures and fine texture details in a
coarse-to-fine fashion. We demonstrate the effectiveness and
superiority of our framework on a variety of application sce-
narios, including doodles-to-artworks, texture pattern edit-
ing, text effects transfer, and virtual clothing manipulation
(see Fig. 1). The experimental results show that compared
with the state-of-the-art algorithms, our texture reformer not
only achieves higher quality results but, more remarkably,
also is 2-5 orders of magnitude faster. As far as we know,
our work is the first to meet the requirements of quality, flex-
ibility, and efficiency at the same time in this task.

In summary, our contributions are threefold:

• We propose a novel multi-view and multi-stage neural-
based framework, i.e., texture reformer, to achieve fast
and universal interactive texture transfer for the first time.
• We also introduce a novel learning-free view-specific

texture reformation (VSTR) operation with a new se-

mantic map guidance strategy, to realize more accurate
semantic-guided and structure-preserved texture transfer.
• We apply our framework to many challenging interactive

texture transfer tasks, and demonstrate its effectiveness
and superiority through extensive comparisons with the
state-of-the-art (SOTA) algorithms.

2 Related Work
Conventional Texture Transfer. Conventional texture
transfer relies on hand-crafted algorithms (Haeberli 1990)
or features (Kwatra et al. 2005) to migrate the textures from
source samples to target images. The pioneering works of
(Efros and Leung 1999; Efros and Freeman 2001) sampled
similar patches to synthesize and transfer textures. Later,
(Hertzmann et al. 2001) proposed Image Analogy to gen-
erate the stylized result of the target image. (Barnes et al.
2009, 2010) proposed PatchMatch to accelerate the nearest-
neighbor search process, which was further extended to im-
age melding (Darabi et al. 2012), style transfer (Frigo et al.
2016), and text effects transfer (Yang et al. 2017), etc. How-
ever, for interactive texture transfer, these methods fail to
synthesize textures with salient structures and are prone to
wash-out effects (Men et al. 2018). To combat the issues,
(Men et al. 2018) proposed a common framework for inter-
active texture transfer by utilizing an improved PatchMatch
and multiple custom channels to dynamically guide the syn-
thesis, achieving SOTA performance. However, as analyzed
in Sec. 1, this method suffers from rather slow computational
speed, thus cannot satisfy the practical requirements.

Unlike the SOTA conventional texture transfer methods
(Yang et al. 2017; Men et al. 2018), our proposed texture
reformer is neural-based, and not only can achieve higher
quality results but also is several orders of magnitude faster.

Neural-based Style Transfer. The seminal works of
(Gatys, Ecker, and Bethge 2016, 2015) have proved the
power of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DC-
NNs) (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) in style transfer and
texture synthesis, where the Gram matrices of the features
extracted from different layers of DCNNs are used to rep-
resent the style of images. Further works improved it in
many aspects, including efficiency (Johnson, Alahi, and Fei-
Fei 2016), quality (Jing et al. 2018; Kolkin, Salavon, and
Shakhnarovich 2019; Park and Lee 2019; Wang et al. 2020b,
2021; Chen et al. 2020, 2021b,a; An et al. 2021), gener-
ality (Li et al. 2017; Huang and Belongie 2017; Zhang,
Zhu, and Zhu 2019; Jing et al. 2020), and diversity (Wang
et al. 2020a; Chen et al. 2021c). For interactive style trans-
fer, (Gatys et al. 2017) introduced user spatial control
into (Gatys, Ecker, and Bethge 2016), which is further accel-
erated by (Lu et al. 2017). However, due to the characteris-
tics of Gram matrix matching, these methods often produce
disordered textures, which cannot preserve the local inner
structures, as will be demonstrated in later Sec. 4.3.

Another line of neural-based style transfer is based on
neural patches. (Li and Wand 2016a,b) first achieved it by
combining Markov Random Fields (MRFs) and DCNNs.
(Liao et al. 2017) proposed Deep Image Analogy for more
accurate semantic-level patch matching. Later, (Chen and
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Schmidt 2016) leveraged a “style swap” operation for fast
patch-based stylization. To incorporate user control, (Cham-
pandard 2016) augmented (Li and Wand 2016a) with seman-
tic annotations, leading to higher quality and avoiding com-
mon glitches. However, the results usually contain too many
low-level noises. Also, efficiency is concerned as it still re-
lies on a time-consuming backward optimization process.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) (Goodfellow
et al. 2014) provide another idea to generate textures by
training discriminator and generator networks to play an ad-
versarial game. cGANs (Mirza and Osindero 2014), which
were further extended by (Isola et al. 2017), have been ap-
plied to many image manipulation tasks, such as image
editing (Zhu et al. 2016), texture synthesis (Frühstück, Al-
hashim, and Wonka 2019), sketch2image (Chen and Hays
2018), and inpainting (Zhao et al. 2020), etc. However, all
of them are trained on class-specific datasets. By contrast,
our method only needs one exemplar for generating the tar-
get image from a corresponding semantic map. Recently,
some single image generative models (Shaham, Dekel, and
Michaeli 2019; Lin et al. 2020) were also proposed to gener-
ate images based on only a single image. Nevertheless, these
methods often produce poor results for images with complex
texture details and structures, and need several hours to train
the model on each pair of image samples.

3 Proposed Approach
We first describe the task of interactive texture transfer fol-
lowing the definitions in (Men et al. 2018). As illustrated in
the left part of Fig. 3, given a stylized source image Ssty and
its corresponding semantic map Ssem, interactive texture
transfer aims to generate the stylized target image Tsty with
a user-specified target semantic map Tsem. Users can con-
trol the shape, scale, and spatial distribution of the objects to
be synthesized in the target image via semantic maps.

Using a semantic map that contains few hints to repro-
duce the structural image is a challenging task. The key chal-
lenge is to preserve the structures of the inner textures of
each semantic region, e.g., the clothing structures in the blue
region of Fig. 3. (Men et al. 2018) combat it by introduc-
ing structure guidance based on the boundary patches of se-
mantic maps to provide a prior in the synthesis procedure.
However, it involves several structure extraction (Goferman,
Zelnik-Manor, and Tal 2011) and propagation (Myronenko
and Song 2010; Bookstein 1989) processes, which are cum-
bersome and time-consuming. In a fundamentally different
way, we do not use any additional structure guidance but
only benefit from the strong representative power of DCNNs
to extract the multi-level image features. Based on these fea-
tures, our key insight is to use a multi-view and multi-stage
synthesis procedure to progressively generate structural tex-
tures in a coarse-to-fine fashion. In the following sections,
we will first depict the overall pipeline and some critical
components of our framework (Sec. 3.1), and then introduce
each of its stages in detail (Sec. 3.2-3.4).

3.1 Overview of Texture Reformer
The overall pipeline of our framework is depicted in Fig. 2,
which consists of three stages: I) a global view structure

alignment stage, II) a local view texture refinement stage,
and III) a holistic effect enhancement stage. Specifically,
stage I is similar to a global copy-and-paste, which roughly
aligns the spatial positions of the source patterns in Ssty to
the target positions in the target semantic map Tsem. This
global view alignment can help preserve the inner structures
of the source patterns as completely as possible, which is
critical to synthesize the structure-preserved textures. The
warping and finer alignment is achieved via stage II, which
uses a rather small local view, and can rectify and refine the
results of stage I to a large extent, thus robust for different
deformation requirements. Finally, the low-level holistic ef-
fects (e.g., colors, brightness, and contrast) are further en-
hanced in stage III, thereby obtaining high-quality results.
The visualizations of the inputs/outputs of each stage are
shown in Fig. 2 (T 5

sty-Tsty). These stages are carried out
at different levels of VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014)
features and are hierarchically cascaded to work in a coarse-
to-fine fashion. Uniformly, they share the same workflow
that generates the outputs using an AE (auto-encoder)-based
image reconstruction process coupled with bottleneck fea-
ture operations. We adopt view-specific texture reformation
(VSTR) for stage I and II, and statistics-based enhancement
(SE) for stage III, which we will introduce in detail.

AE-based Image Reconstruction. We construct auto-
encoder networks for general image reconstruction. We em-
ploy the first parts (up to ReluX 1) of a pre-trained VGG-
19 (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) as encoders, fix them
and train symmetrical decoder networks with the nearest
neighbor interpolation as upsampling layers for inverting the
bottleneck features to the original RGB images. As shown
in Fig. 2, in our framework, we select feature maps at five
layers, i.e., ReluX 1 (X=1,2,3,4,5), and train five decoders
accordingly with the following loss:

Lrecon =‖ Ir − Ii ‖22 +λ ‖ Φ(Ir)− Φ(Ii) ‖22, (1)
where Ii and Ir are the input image and reconstructed out-
put, and Φ is the VGG encoder that extracts the ReluX 1
features. The decoders are trained on the Microsoft COCO
dataset (Lin et al. 2014) and λ is set to 1.

View-Specific Texture Reformation (VSTR). We pro-
pose a novel learning-free VSTR operation to robustly prop-
agate the thorough texture patterns onto the target features
under the guidance of semantic maps. Denote FSsty and
FT t

sty as the VGG features (e.g., extracted from Relu5 1)
of the stylized source image Ssty and the temporary styl-
ized target image T t

sty . We first project them into a common
space to standardize the data and dispel the domain gap,

F
Ssty

1 =
FSsty − µ(FSsty )

σ(FSsty )
; F

T t
sty

1 =
FT t

sty − µ(FT t
sty )

σ(FT t
sty )

,

(2)
where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation.

Then, we fuse the information from the source and tar-
get semantic maps Ssem and Tsem to guide the propa-
gations between corresponding semantic regions. Existing
works (Champandard 2016; Gatys et al. 2017) often directly
concatenate the downsampled semantic maps, like follows:

FS = F
Ssty

1 ‖ ωSl
sem; FT = F

T t
sty

1 ‖ ωT l
sem, (3)
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Figure 2: Overall pipeline of our proposed multi-view and multi-stage texture reformer.

: :: :

Ssem (input) Ssty (input) Tsem (input) Tsty (output) (a) w/o global view (b) w/o stage I (c) w/o stage II (d) w/o stage III

Time/sec (averaged on 100 pairs of 512×512px images): 0.956 0.912 0.581 0.569 0.653

Figure 3: Left: Illustration of the interactive texture transfer task. Input three images: Ssem (semantic map of source image),
Ssty (stylized source image aligned to Ssem), and Tsem (user-specified semantic map of target image), the stylized target image
Tsty with the style of source image Ssty can be automatically synthesized such that Ssem : Ssty :: Tsem : Tsty . Right: Effects
of different critical components and stages in our texture reformer (Fig. 2). Bottom: Efficiency comparison.

where ‖ denotes channel-wise concatenation. l denotes the
downsampling factor. ω is the hyperparameter that controls
the weight of semantic awareness. However, as pointed out
by (Gatys et al. 2017), this method has limited capacity to
model complex textures and usually produces inaccurate se-
mantic matching (e.g., the 2nd column in Fig. 4). This can be
attributed to the information discrepancy between the RGB
images and deep VGG features. In addition, the difference in
the amount of channels may also make it hard to find a good
compromise (i.e., the proper value of ω) between them.

To resolve this issue, we introduce a new semantic map
guidance strategy in our VSTR. That is, first extracting the
VGG features FSsem and FTsem for semantic maps Ssem

and Tsem, and then conducting the fusion in the VGG em-
bedding space.

FS = F
Ssty

1 � ωFSsem ; FT = F
T t
sty

1 � ωFTsem , (4)

where the fusion operation � can be channel-wise concate-
nation or position-wise addition. We find these two opera-
tions could perform closely in some cases (e.g., the 3rd and
4th top images in Fig. 4). But in general, concatenation often
achieves more accurate semantic guidance (see the 3rd and
4th bottom images in Fig. 4) yet addition can provide faster
speed (see the bottom efficiency comparison in Fig. 4).

After obtaining the fused features FS and FT , inspired by
(Chen and Schmidt 2016), we introduce a Semantic-Guided
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(Ssty , Tsem) downsample add (ours) concat (ours) covariance (SE)

Time/sec: 0.682 0.897 0.956 1.732

Figure 4: Comparison of different semantic map guidance
strategies (2nd to 4th columns) and different enhancement
operations (last column).

Texture Warping (SGTW) module with a specific field of
view (i.e., patch size p) to warp and transfer the textures.
The detailed procedure is as follows:
1. Extract a set of p × p original source patches from the origi-

nal source feature FSsty , denoted by {φi(F
Ssty )}i∈{1,...,ns},

where ns is the number of extracted patches.
2. Extract a set of p×p fused source patches from the fused source

feature FS , denoted by {φi(F
S)}i∈{1,...,ns}.

3. Determine the closest-matching fused source patch for each
fused target patch in FT by using a convolutional layer with
the normalized fused source patches {φi(F

S)/ ‖ φi(F
S) ‖}

as filters andFT as input. The computed result T has ns feature
channels, and each spatial location is a cosine similarity vector
between a fused target patch and all fused source patches.

4. Binarizing the scores in T such that the maximum value along
the channel is 1 and the rest are 0. The result is denoted as T̂ .

5. Generate the output FT
out by a deconvolutional layer with the

original source patches {φi(F
Ssty )} as filters and T̂ as input.

The novel insight behind SGTW is that we exploit the
semantic-guided matching relationship between the patches
of fused features FS and FT to reassemble and warp the
original source feature FSsty . This not only guarantees the
accurate alignment with the target semantic map, but also
theoretically ensures that the output feature FT

out can pre-
serve the texture details of the original source feature FSsty

losslessly, since all its patches are from FSsty . Moreover,
by specifying different views for SGTW, we can control the
granularity of preserved texture details (e.g., the integrity of
inner structures) and the alignment accuracy with the target
semantic map, as will be shown in later Sec. 3.2 and 3.3. By
leveraging SGTW, our VSTR thus can realize more accu-
rate semantic-guided and structure-preserved texture trans-
fer. Note that the matching and reassembling steps actually
only add two convolutional layers to the feed-forward net-
works, and thus their implementation is very efficient.

Statistics-based Enhancement (SE). This operation
aims to enhance the holistic effects of the stylized target im-
age based on global statistics matching. Either the first-order
statistics (e.g., mean and standard deviation) (Huang and
Belongie 2017) or the second-order statistics (e.g., covari-
ance) (Li et al. 2017) can be adopted. In practice, we find the
first-order statistics can work better in our task. As shown in
the last column of Fig. 4, though higher-order statistics can

reproduce the surface gloss of ceramic teapot more faith-
fully, they may produce inferior results with hazy shadows
and consume much more time. Thus, we define our SE op-
eration as a simple first-order statistics matching.

SE(FSsty , FT t
sty ) =

σ(FSsty )(
FT t

sty − µ(FT t
sty )

σ(FT t
sty )

) + µ(FSsty ),
(5)

where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation.

3.2 Global View Structure Alignment Stage
As introduced in Sec. 3.1, the goal of this stage is to preserve
the inner structures of the source textures as completely as
possible so as to provide good structure guidance for subse-
quent stages. An important intuition we will use is that the
inner structures with different scales can be captured from
different views, and if we process from the global view, then
the complete inner structures can be captured. For example,
as we plotted in the semantic maps of Fig. 3, if we match
Tsem and Ssem from a local view (i.e., use a small patch size
p), only the patches covering small or boundary structures
in Tsem (e.g., patch a1 and b1) can find the proper coun-
terparts in Ssem (patch a2 and b2). For those in the large
plain regions (e.g., patch c1), it is hard to choose their best-
suited partners among internal source patches (e.g., patch
c2 and c3), since they are completely identical (both full-
blue). Thus, the inner structures in these regions cannot be
retained, and the results would show severe wash-out effects,
like image (b) in the right part of Fig. 3 (where only the local
view of stage II (Sec. 3.3) is used). However, if we enlarge
the view of these hard patches to include some salient struc-
tures (e.g., patch d1), they can easily find the proper coun-
terparts in Ssem again (patch d2). At this point, the complete
inner structures can be well captured and preserved.

Following this intuition, we make a global view setting
in the VSTR of this stage to handle the feature maps from
the global view, i.e., using a dynamic global/maximum patch
size p to cover the inner structures as completely as possible:
p = min[H(FS),W (FS), H(FT ),W (FT )]− 1, (6)

whereH andW denote the height and width of the features.
Unfortunately, operating directly on these large patches will
severely grow the computation and time cost. To alleviate
this issue, we resort to the deepest layer (i.e., Relu5 1) of
VGG-19 to implement the global alignment. It brings two
merits: (1) The costs can be minimized, as the features at
this layer have the smallest size (see the efficiency compari-
son below Tsty and image (a) in Fig. 3). (2) This layer pro-
vides the highest-level structure features and the largest re-
ceptive field, perfectly suitable for this stage. For validation,
we use a small local view (i.e., p = 3) in this stage to obtain
the right image (a) of Fig. 3. As observed in the red rect-
angle area, the result still suffers from wash-out effects that
lose the inner structures, but here the effects are alleviated
to some extent compared to the right image (b) (which is
aligned at Relu4 1). It indicates that our global view setting
can help capture more intact inner structures, and the deeper
VGG layer can provide higher-level structure features and
larger receptive fields for better global alignment.
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Input (source) Input (semantics) Output (target)

Figure 5: Doodles-to-artworks.

Input (source) Input (semantics) Output (target)

Figure 6: Texture Pattern Editing.

3.3 Local View Texture Refinement Stage
This stage takes the output of stage I as the input temporary
stylized target image T t

sty to guide a more detailed synthesis.
Similar to stage I, it also uses VSTR to process the bottle-
neck features. The difference is, we process the features at a
relatively shallower layer Relu4 1, and use a much smaller
patch size (i.e., p = 3) to handle the features from only the
local view. The effect of this stage can be inferred by com-
paring Tsty with the right image (c) in Fig. 3. The local view
helps rectify and refine the local structures and texture de-
tails to a large extent, thus achieving more accurate align-
ment and higher quality.

3.4 Holistic Effect Enhancement Stage
The former two stages have been able to transfer satisfy-
ing inner structures and texture details. However, as they are
based on high-level features, the synthesized images often
neglect the low-level holistic effects (e.g., colors, brightness,
and contrast), as shown in the right image (d) of Fig. 3. To
further enhance these low-level effects, this stage utilizes the
statistics-based enhancement (SE) on the low-level features
at three shallow layers, i.e., ReluX 1 (X=1,2,3). As such,
we can finally synthesize high-quality results which perform
well in both high-level structures and low-level effects. Note
that though our VSTR can also be used here to enhance the
low-level effects, we do not recommend it as it will severely
increase the time cost and memory requirement.

4 Experimental Results
4.1 Implementation Details
We adopt concatenation as the default setting to fuse seman-
tic guidance. The hyperparameters that control the semantic-
awareness (Eq. 4) in stage I and stage II are set to ω1 =
ω2 = 50 (ω1 for stage I, ω2 for stage II. See supplemen-
tary material (SM) for their effects). Code is available at
https://github.com/EndyWon/Texture-Reformer.

4.2 Applications
Our framework can be effectively applied to multiple in-
teractive texture transfer tasks, such as doodles-to-artworks,

Input Input Output Input Output

Figure 7: Text Effects Transfer.

Input Input Output Input Input Output

(a) Clothing Texture→ Clothing (b) Painting Texture→ Clothing

(c) Virtual Try-on (d) Clothing Shape Editing

Figure 8: Virtual Clothing Manipulation.

texture pattern editing, text effects transfer, and virtual cloth-
ing manipulation (see the examples in Fig. 1, 5, 6, 7, 8).

Doodles-to-artworks. This task aims to turn the two-bit
doodles annotated by users into fine artworks with similar
styles as the given exemplar paintings or photographs, as
shown in Fig. 5. See more in SM.

Texture Pattern Editing. As illustrated in Fig. 6, given
an exemplar image, users can edit the texture patterns such
as path and shape according to their needs. This provides a
controllable way to modify the existing patterns.

Text Effects Transfer. As shown in Fig. 7, our method is
also effective for text effects transfer which can migrate the
artistic effects of stylized text images or source styles onto
arbitrary raw plain texts.

Virtual Clothing Manipulation. Manipulating the cloth-
ing textures and distributions in a virtual way is an interest-
ing and practical problem that has attracted much attention
in recent years (Han et al. 2018, 2019a,b). Existing methods
customized for this task usually learn the generation from a
large-scale dataset (Liu et al. 2016). Unlike them, our frame-
work can also be applied to this task, but it generates the
result using only one exemplar image. As shown in Fig. 8,
our method can transfer the clothing or painting textures to
other clothing (e.g., (a) and (b)), virtually try on target cloth-
ing (e.g., (c)), or edit the clothing shape (e.g., (d)).

4.3 Comparisons
We compare our method with SOTA universal interac-
tive texture transfer algorithms including two conventional
methods (T-Effect (Yang et al. 2017) and CFITT (Men
et al. 2018)), three neural-based methods (Neural Doo-
dle (Champandard 2016), STROTSS (Kolkin, Salavon, and
Shakhnarovich 2019), and Gatys2017 (Gatys et al. 2017)),
and one GAN-based method (TuiGAN (Lin et al. 2020)).
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(Ssem, Ssty) Tsem Ours T-Effect CFITT Neural Doodle STROTSS Gatys2017 TuiGAN

Figure 9: Qualitative comparison with the state-of-the-art universal interactive texture transfer methods. See more in SM.

Method1 256 × 256 (sec) 512 × 512 (sec)
CPU GPU CPU GPU

T-Effect 101.52 - 241.85 -
CFITT 112.05 - 572.21 -

Neural Doodle ∼2.8×103 178.78 ∼1.6×104 ∼1.1×103

STROTSS ∼1.4×103 262.32 ∼3.9×103 668.84
Gatys2017 ∼2.2×103 144.78 ∼1.0×104 574.81
TuiGAN - ∼1.8×104 - OOM

Ours 2.573 0.232 12.381 0.956
1 Tested on a 3.3 GHz hexa-core CPU and a 6GB Nvidia 1060 GPU.

Table 1: Execution time comparison. OOM: out of memory.

For a fair comparison, we use their default settings except
that the content weights of Neural Doodle, STROTSS, and
Gatys2017 are set to 0, as there is no content image corre-
sponding to Tsem in our task.

Qualitative Comparison. The qualitative results are
shown in Fig. 9. Compared with T-Effect and CFITT, our
method can synthesize higher quality results with better-
preserved structures (e.g., the red rectangle areas in the 1st

row, the face or clothing areas in the 2nd row) and more vivid
stylization effects (e.g., the bottom two rows). For Neural
Doodle, as it only bases on high-level features, it fails to re-
produce clear images with low-level details and often intro-
duces pixel noises. Moreover, STROTSS cannot achieve ac-
curate semantic guidance, producing poor results with miss-
ing details (e.g., the eyes in the 1st row) and misaligned
structures (e.g., the 2nd row). Gatys2017 matches the global
statistics (i.e., Gram matrix) for each semantic area, which
cannot preserve the local texture structures. TuiGAN is hard
to learn the underlying relationship between two images

with a large domain gap (e.g., semantic map and painting),
thus cannot translate the exquisite texture details properly.

Efficiency. In Table 1, we compare the running time with
the competitors. Compared with conventional methods T-
Effect and CFITT on CPU, our method achieves 1-2 orders
of magnitude faster in resolution 256× 256 and 512× 512.
Our speed can be further accelerated by using a GPU card,
eventually reaching 2-5 orders of magnitude faster than
SOTA. Note that TuiGAN needs several hours and much
more memory to train a model for each image pair.

User Study. We also conduct a user study to evaluate the
quality quantitatively. Given unlimited time, 50 users are
asked to select the favorite ones from 40 octets of images
comprising three inputs (Ssty , Ssem, Tsem), and five ran-
domly shuffled outputs (T-Effect, CFITT, Neural Doodle,
STROTSS, and ours). We collect 2000 responses in total.
The statistics indicate that our method achieves subjectively
preferred results (32.1%) than T-Effect (23.8%), CFITT
(26.2%), Neural Doodle (10.3%), and STROTSS (7.6%).

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel neural-based framework,
dubbed texture reformer, for fast and universal interactive
texture transfer. A feed-forward multi-view and multi-stage
synthesis procedure is imposed to synthesize high-quality
results with coherent structures and fine texture details from
coarse to fine. Moreover, we also introduce a novel learning-
free view-specific texture reformation (VSTR) operation with
a new semantic map guidance strategy to realize more accu-
rate semantic-guided and structure-preserved texture trans-
fer. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our framework on many texture transfer tasks. And com-
pared with SOTA algorithms, it not only achieves higher
quality results but also is 2-5 orders of magnitude faster.
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